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Abstract: Currently, setting the obligation to use respiratory protective equipment with a level of
protection of at least FFP2 in public transport and commercial and shopping centers are considered
within the European Union. Many new products appeared on the European market within these
specifications, and many symbols have been used. The paper deals with the meaning of selected
respiratory protection based on respirators symbols and markings (which appeared massively,
especially after the pandemic situation in the spring of 2020), these symbols not being uniformly
understood and well communicated. We also mention and discuss some of the problems related
to setting the conditions of public procurement, which affect respirators. Thus, this review is
an “informative guide” in facilitating the understanding and use of full knowledge of the most
appropriate respiratory protective devices in various situations.

Keywords: COVID-19; aerosol; coronavirus; filtering facepiece; respiratory protection; nanomaterials;
standard; face mask

1. Introduction

A very frequent and partly mysterious topic of the recent past, present, and certainly
the near future, are the problems associated with the spread of a new type of coronavirus,
namely SARS-CoV-2, which causes COVID-19. Coronavirus is the name for four gen-
era of viruses of the subfamily Coronavirinae (namely, Alphacoronavirus, Betacoronavirus,
Gammacoronavirus, and Deltacoronavirus). The name of this virus was derived from the
characteristic arrangement of the surface structures of the lipid envelope, which strikingly
resembles the shape of the solar corona [1,2].

Regarding human protection against this virus, hygiene of the hands and wearing
a mask are recommended. Asia has a significant advantage over Europe in using masks.
People have been using mouth coverings and respirators for many years. An important
milestone in their behavior is the SARS epidemic [3]. However, the inhabitants of Asian
cities also wear these types of protective equipment as protection against air pollution.
Therefore, in addition to medical masks, Asian manufacturers also offer aids (respirators)
designed against smog and dust. However, different properties are expected from each
such aid [4].

Currently, mainly Chinese or Vietnamese protective equipment is supplied on the
European market in bulk. These are products of all possible categories. It is the existence
of various types of protective equipment, together with the lack of experience of customers
and retailers, that contribute to the current opacity of the respirator market. It was not
about any details, but about fundamental problems concerning especially the designation
of individual types of respirators [5].
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Some people work in an area where it is compulsory to ensure proper respiratory
protection. Qualitatively speaking, existing sectors are associated with the need to protect
against the effects of biological or chemical contamination [6]. Coronavirus most often
affects the mucous membranes of the upper and lower respiratory tract. The incubation
period is reported to be 7–14 days. One week after the infection, the manifestations of the
disease are fevers that do not subside. They may be accompanied by discomfort, joint and
muscle pain, and signs of coughing soon [7].

The symptoms of coronavirus infection are very similar to those of the common flu.
There is a dry cough, difficulty breathing, fever and tiredness. This way, the disease can
manifest itself for up to 14 days from the moment the virus enters the human body. Severe
pneumonia threatens only minimally. The most at-risk group are the elderly, who are
in poor health, similar to the flu [8]. Men are more often infected with coronavirus than
women. Most people who succumbed to the virus were 60–89 years old [9]. However,
the disease is usually only mild, but the possibility of death of the victim should not be
underestimated. The virus gradually disappears on its own. Not only in political, personal,
and private discussions, and especially in media, many half-truths and professionally
inaccurate or misleading information about using filtering half masks (respirators) and
face masks (medical and nonmedical masks) have recently appeared, as a result, of which
not only professional but also the general public asks many legitimate questions.

At present, many European countries have introduced or are considering introducing
the obligation to wear filtering facepiece (FFP) respirators in public transport or in depart-
ment stores and shopping centers. This situation calls for a clear explanation of what type
of respirator will be appropriate. At the same time, it is important to compare to what
extent the purchase price will provide the customer with an adequate level of protection.

For a basic understanding of the problem, we state that respirators and medical masks
differ primarily regarding their intended use [10]. Respirators are primarily intended
to protect the respiratory system of their user from airborne particles in the vicinity—
microorganisms (bacteria, viruses, mold spores), fine dust, and toxic solid or liquid particles.
On the other hand, medical masks serve mainly to prevent the spread of particles from their
users to the environment. Simply, respirators prevent the penetration of microorganisms
from the outside in, and thus protect the user primarily. In contrast, medical masks prevent
the penetration of microorganisms from the inside out and thus primarily protect the
surroundings (infected or potentially infected) of the user [11,12].

Filter half-masks for respiratory protection, which are simply called respirators, are
subject to various regulatory standards worldwide. These standards specify certain re-
quired physical properties and performance characteristics for respirators to comply with a
particular standard or norm [13,14].

There are 9 categories of particulate air respirator classification considered by the
US National Institute for Occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH), as follows: N (95, 99,
and 100), P (95, 99, and 100), and R (95, 99 and 100). The significance of the letters is:

N—“not oil resistant” (i.e., those respirators, which are not usable in the environment
containing oil droplets);
R—”somewhat resistant to oil”;
P—“strongly resistant to oil” (i.e., those respirators that are usable as protection against
oily/non-oily aerosols).

The numerical values 95, 99 and 100 show the minimum filtering efficiency, expressed
in percentages, respectively 95, 99 and 99.97% (in the case of numerical value 100) [15].

FFRs are classified according to the European standard (EN 149:2001) into 3 classes:
FFP1 (minimum filtration efficiencies/yield of 80%), FFP2 (yield 94%) and FFP3 (yield
99%) [14]. It can be observed that FFP2 respirators are almost equivalent to N95 FFRs,
thus becoming recommended (both in the US and in other countries) in the prevention of
airborne infectious diseases. In the UK, however, FFP3 respirators are the only acceptable
FFP class for the executive and safety and health (HSE), offering the highest level of
protection against infectious aerosols [16].
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During pandemics or emergencies, government institutions, health authorities, and
manufacturers often refer to these standards when issuing recommendations for respi-
rators, stating, for example, that a section of the population should use an “N95, FFP2
or another equivalent” respirator [17]. In everyday life, however, it turns out that not
everyone is familiar with the information provided. In practice, this means that most
of the general population cannot correctly distinguish and determine what specific level
of protection provided is associated with the relevant product designation and standard
(norm) according to which it was certified and marketed. The paper deals with the mean-
ing of selected respiratory protection based on respirators symbols and markings, which
appeared massively, especially after the pandemic situation in the spring months of 2020.
These symbols are not uniformly understood and well communicated.

In the actual pandemic frame and circumstances, the “mask” has been implemented
as a widely used keyword, a psychological impact symbol, and a mandatory accessory.
Considering the medical staff, who used this “object” before the pandemic context as a
component part of the protection/work equipment in the everyday hospital activity (and
even more so by those who now work in the forefront of public health), there are still some
pertinent questions regarding the real protection it offers, the optimal type of mask for the
general population, as well as the need to wear it (where when by whom).

This narrative review elaborately discusses the type of masks, their importance, their
acceptability in the different regions, especially in the context of the Czech Republic and
provides comparative evaluation between the different trademarks or regional marking
based on their material, components, their importance in different settings. The information
was taken, synthesized and structured from numerous specialized articles, technical stan-
dards and recommendations of the World Health Organization (WHO), as well as of other
specialized European and International institutions. Correlations between data and the
discussions presented in this review are valuable for healthcare workers, the administrative
and public health systems, and the general public.

2. Properties of Coronavirus and Its Dissemination and Transmission

The data on the coronavirus size is not completely consistent. At the same time, its
size is a fundamental characteristic for the specification of its ability to be captured by
the materials used for the production of respiratory protective equipment. It was stated
that: “The size of the virus that causes COVID-19 is about 80 to 150 nanometers—depending
on how much the virus is enveloped by other substances after the water has evaporated from the
droplet.” [18]. In addition, “The size of SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus is reported to be between
0.05 and 0.3 µm, most often between 0.06 and 0.14 µm (60–140 nm)”. However, it can be
argued that most of the available sources of information state a value of around 0.1 µm,
that is, 100 nm [19,20].

It should be noted that a key prerequisite for understanding the sorption efficiency
of barrier materials used on respirators is their use as means of protecting the user from
inhaling small particles of the aerosol during procedures and in environments where
aerosols occur [21]. Without the ambition to provide a complete scientific explanation and
with a certain amount of simplification, we dare say that it is a relatively well-known fact
that coronavirus is transmitted from person to person after close contact. In this case, it is
addressed a so-called droplet infection, which is transmitted through the air. Coronavirus
is spread through the air not only by droplets but also by aerosols [22]. Spreading of the
aerosols is more dangerous because they are smaller particles than droplets [21,23]. In
addition, the aerosols can transmit viruses over longer distances depending on the droplet
size. The dimensions of droplets are given in Table 1 [24,25].
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Table 1. Dividing the droplets by their size (orientation values).

Drop Size (µm) Drop Quality Drop Size (µm) Drop Quality

<60 Extremely fine 341–403 Coarse

60–105 Very fine 404–502 Very coarse

106–235 Fine 503–665 Extremely coarse

236–340 Medium >665 Ultra coarse

In this context, it is worth remembering that aerosols are classified as colloidal mix-
tures, dispersed particles with a size of 10−7 to 10−9 m. Within the theory of aerosols, three
basic groups of mixtures appear, namely:

- Fog, which is characterized as particles of a liquid dispersed in a gas (air);
- Smoke, which is considered particles of solids dispersed in the gas;
- Mist, which is characterized as particles of liquid and solid dispersed in gas (air) [26].

Any mutation of coronavirus is mainly a droplet transfer, movement in the form of
aerosols. The virus is still the same size, so respirators help independently of the type of
mutation. The efficiency of respirators should be the same at the FFP2 level, at least 94 to
95% of filtration. However, these are the values that the materials reached during tests in
laboratory conditions. Under laboratory conditions, the respirator is sealed at the sides
and bottom. According to the specialists’ experience in testing the filtration efficiency of
respirators, the tightness in real conditions is lower than declared. The problem is that the
ideal state is simulated in the laboratory. Only the particular material permeability for the
aerosol is tested. It is not specified how the respirator will work on a person’s face. For this
reason, sealing is absolutely crucial. This is because the direct ratio applies: the more the
respirator is sealed, the closer it is to being declared able to filter [27].

For completeness, it must be underlined that coronavirus can also be transmitted
through an infected object. Depending on the environment, the virus has a lifespan of hours
to several days on objects, depending on the material that the object is manufactured [28,29].

3. Electrostatic Versus Mechanical Filtration

In the filtration system of respirators for the face mask, electrostatic media are often
used [30]. It recommends for this purpose the increased permissibility for respiration, the
low economic cost, and the high filtration efficiency [31]. Electrostatic filter media contain
fibers that form the so-called polarity concentration zones, corresponding to each electrical
charge. This charge/polarity is developed during the process of the web (tribocharging—
when different fibers are rubbing together like resin wool) and fiber formation in a corona
charge [31]

The basic problem with conventional respirators is that their functionality is based
on electrostatic filtration. Upon contact with liquid or air humidity, the charge of the filter
discharges quickly, and its efficiency is significantly reduced. To keep the user protected,
the respirator must be removed from the face after approximately 30 min [32].

When the filter dries, the effectiveness will increase again. It is well-known that a
person wearing a respirator is not encouraged to continue wearing a sweat-saturated facial
mask filter, simply because the filtration theory states that penetration through the filtration
medium is potentiated by moisture, respectively when the fibers are wet, and the empty
spaces are filled with liquid [33]. Some manufacturers solve this problem by adding a layer
of activated carbon, which absorbs moisture and thus extends the life and efficiency of the
filter. However, in an effort not to devalue their goods in the eyes of customers, they often
prefer to give other reasons for using carbon in the form of activated carbon [34].

On the other hand, the efficiency of nanofiber filters is based on the mechanical
principle. It is considered that the term nanofibers refers to those fibers that have a
diameter < 1 micron [35]. This type of extremely fine fibers causes significant increases in
filtration efficiency at rather small (even immeasurable) decreases in permeability. Data
published as research results as well as case studies prove an increased channel life of
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the nanofiber channel media and also an enhanced contaminate holding capacity [36].
Some of the most important qualities found in the nature of the materials from which
nanofibers are made can be exemplified as follows: porosity, nanofiber width, as well
as the homogeneity of nanofiber layers. Moreover, nowadays, eliminating microscopic
organisms, disordered particles, and infectious pathogens from both air and water are
correlated with the continuously increasing number of respiratory diseases (especially in
crowded industrial centers) and also with the threats of various pandemics [37].

Therefore, they work well even in contact with air humidity. It should be considered
that the human breath itself contains water vapors and is thus wet. In the scope of a
conventional respirator, this means that a person reduces the level of protection through
the normal process of putting the respirator on and breathing. Nanofibers, on the other
hand, keep the filtration at a high level due to the density of the material. As far as nanofiber
respirators are concerned, the filtration efficiency is even increased because the filter is
gradually clogged with trapped particles. This process is not quick enough to reduce
breathability, considering as well that air molecules size is approximately 300× < than the
size of the SARS-CoV-2 virus; implicitly, it can be concluded that air circulation will be the
last to suffer [38].

The negative effect of air humidity can be manifested, especially in winter when water
can freeze on the surface of nanofibers and thus clog the active pores. Due to this process,
the loss of filtration efficiency can occur. Some types of nanofibers can also swell due to the
humidity of the air. This increases their volume and thus increases the pressure loss. In
this case, however, there will be no loss of filtration efficiency because the number of pores
of the nanofibers will be kept at the same level [39]. Published data show as extremely
promising those filters made of nanofibers having their diameter < 1 µm and with an
increased specific surface area [40,41].

Fine fibers in size of 1–8 microns can be obtained in a unique process of spinning
polymer fibers, quenching—drawing the air and forming the web. The process is known as
melt-blowing (MB) and is considered one of the nonwoven commercial technologies [42].
During this process, the polymer is fed/inserted into an extruder to be melted and then
pushed through a filter to finally reach the spinning head. By using high-speed hot air,
at this moment, the melt is drawn into filaments and forms (on the webformer) nonwo-
vens [43], having fiber with variable diameters (1–10 µm) and an average diameter of
1–2 µm. MB fabric is well-known for the high barrier properties and for its specific high
surface area/unit of weight [43]. Over time, many commercial technologies have been
developed to obtain ultra-fine nonwoven materials by melting, trying various techniques
to produce finer fibers. For this purpose, a 2009 study used ultrasonic waves in MB, ob-
taining the reduction of the diameter of prepared bicomponent polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) + polyamide (PA) 6 melt-blown webs to 2.11 µm (from 3.62 µm) [44]. In the last
decade, innovative mold configurations were tested and verified, as well as the optimal
processing conditions to decrease the fiber size to 300–500 nm. Furthermore, several
new techniques/methods have been initiated, developed and published to optimize the
characteristics, added value and performance given by using these MB fibers [44,45].

Results obtained proved that the reusability of MB filter (which contains nanofiber
filter and belongs to the N95 face mask); some parameters that must be considered and
mentioned here are as follows: airflow rate, filtration efficiency, specific surface, morpho-
logical properties, etc., all of them being evaluated after two different types of cleaning
treatments [45]. Compared to the NF filter, which retains its good filtration efficiency, the
MB filtering performance decreases after the treatment with ethyl alcohol. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the NF filter can be reused and is good enough even after its treatment.
This fact can result in a viable solution in solving the current shortage of face masks in
many countries, also increasing the safety of medical or auxiliary staff directly involved in
contact with coronavirus-infected patients [46,47].
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If the user wants to protect himself against viruses with a conventional respirator, which
uses polypropylene electrostatic melt-blown as a filter, it would be necessary to choose a
product of FFP3 class, certified according to European standard EN149:20001 + A1:2009 [14].

However, it should be emphasized that respirators are manufactured primarily as
personal protective equipment. For this reason, they are tested mainly for the capture of
solid or liquid particles and not microorganisms. Their use with (against) viruses was not
considered. Due to this, EU standards do not require such functionality from them.

The fact that a conventional FFP3 respirator also protects against viruses is rather a
“wish” based on the following assumption: If the product catches paraffin oil, one of the
tested substances, it does not release the virus during the tests. In this context, it can be
inferred that besides capturing the oil fluid, the filter also retains microorganisms. They
move through the air in droplets caused by coughing, talking, and breathing. In practice,
most FFP3 respirators retain virus due to the density of the melt-blown layers. However,
this is realized at the expense of breathability, in other words, at the expense of increasing
the pressure drop, as the filter must be disproportionately strong and dense [48].

To breathe as normally as possible during common activities through respirators of
classes FFP2 and 3, they are usually equipped with a so-called exhalation valve, which
is designed and realized to facilitate the evacuation of accumulated gases inside the face
mask [49].

When used with (against) viruses and bacteria, it becomes an Achilles’ heel. Pathogens
can get inside through it in a few tens of minutes or a few hours. The function of the valve
is not to filter but to remove air humidity.

By using a valve, the respirator is kept dry and thus contributes to prolonging the
efficiency of the electrostatic filtration. At the same time, it increases the user’s comfort.
It is true that the higher the class of protective devices without a valve, the harder it is to
breathe through it. The valve also helps to release warm air from the inside area of the
respirator and is, therefore, used primarily in operations with hot and humid environments,
such as smelters or glassworks [21].

The FFP3 respirator with an exhalation valve serves well to protect against fine solid
particles (dust, smog, or pollen) that should not enter the user’s airways. However, being
used as protective work equipment, they are not designed to protect the environment from
being contaminated by the user. At first sight, this may be a negligible detail. However, it
is a serious problem with their concomitant use with (against) coronavirus [10–13].

It is certainly no coincidence that the relevant standards define a medical protective
device (mouth coverings) as a tool that is primarily intended to protect others from its
wearer. Therefore, doctors and other hospital staff use mouth coverings in order not to
spread their own droplets among patients. They are used for prevention in cases when
the healthcare provider is ill, not being aware of that fact, meaning that he does not have
symptoms yet. In fact, however, he can already be infectious and thus endanger people
with often weakened immunity [50].

Nonetheless, even respirators without an exhalation valve have many disadvantages.
They are not very breathable (difficult to breathe), they are not user-friendly (due to weight,
stiffness, and inflexibility), they are difficult to store due to their dimensions, and their
price is relatively high. In contrast, nanofiber breathing protective equipment can trap
particles mechanically. Moreover, they work on the principle of a miniature sieve, up to
the size of micrometer units, being cheaper than FFP3 class respirators and demonstrating
their effectiveness regardless of humidity. Due to the extreme density of nanofibers, the
filter can be much thinner than with melt-blown, so it is much easier to breathe through
nanofiber masks. Therefore, they do not need a risky exhalation valve, which guarantees
higher safety and reliability [12–14].

The general public is often asked why nanofiber masks do not have the FFP3 class,
although they filter particles and microorganisms more efficiently than respirators using in
a working environment. The reason is quite simple. Due to the mentioned thinness of the
nanofiber filter, test paraffin oil penetrates through it. This protective work equipment has
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a shortcoming; it does not matter in virus protection. For this reason, the FFP2 category is
sufficient for nanofiber products, in this case, supplemented by separately performed virus
and bacterial detection tests. The discrepancy between the effectiveness of nanofibers and
the officially lower protection class FFP also stems from the obsolescence of standards. They
were created several decades ago when nanofibrous materials had not yet been worked on.
Standards, therefore, do not take sufficient account of new materials and technologies that
better combine efficiency with user comfort.

4. Specifications of Respirator Standards

There are many products of the respirator type on the market that are differently
labeled in terms of respirator standards (Figure 1). Respirator standards, the labeling of
products of the respirator type, are based on various norms and standards according to
which they are certified, and, based on their conformity, they are placed on the market.
Their overview is given in Table 2 [11,19,47,51,52].
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Table 2. Specifications of respirator standards and corresponding norms (standards).

Respirator Labelling
Standard Norm (Standard) Ref.

N95 American standard defined by norm NIOSH-42C FR84 [11]
KN95 Chinese standard defined by norm GB 2626-2006 [19]

P2 Filter Australian/New Zealand standard defined by norm
AS/NZA 1716-2012 [51]

DS Japanese/Australian standard defined by norm
JMHLW—Directive 214, 2018 [52]

FFP1/FFP2/FFP3 European standard defined by norm EN 149-2001 + A1 [47]

P1, P2, P3 European standard label defined by the former norm
EN 149:1991 [47,52]

Korean 1st class Korean standard defined by norm KMOEL-2017-64 [52]
Level 1, 2, 3 Chinese standard defined by norm GB 19083-2010 [52]

The basic differences of the above standards are given in Tables 3 and 4. The indication of
the filtration capacity (filtration efficiency of the material or the filter’s efficiency) means how
much x% of all particles having a diameter of 0.3 µm or more is retained [14,24,29,47,53,54].
The same applies to data on the overall effectiveness of protection.

Table 3. Overall, minimum filtering protection efficiency and respirator filtering capacity standards.

Standard of the Respirator
Overall Filtering Protection

Efficiency (Penetration)
Filtering Capacity (Filtering
Efficiency of the Material)

(%)

FFP1 78 80
FFP2 92 94
N95 - 95

KN95 - 95
FFP3 98 99.95
N100 - 99.97
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Table 4. Comparison of filtering efficiency (expressed as a percentage) with respirator labeling
standards according to the norms.

Filtering Efficiency
(%) EN 149 + A1 GB 19083-2010 GB 2626-2006

≥99.97 - Level 3 KN100/KP100
≥99 FFP3 Level 2 -
≥95 - Level 1 KN95/KP95
≥94 FFP2 - -
≥90 - - KN90/KP90
≥80 FFP1 - -

Respiratory resistance data are also essential information about the quality of the
respirator. The respiratory resistance of the respirator is tested by inhalation and exhala-
tion [52,53]. Respiratory breathing resistance of respirators must not exceed the established
inhalation values [14,47,54] given in Table 5. The maximum permissible resistance exhala-
tion within 160 L/min is 3.0/300 mbar/Pa.

Table 5. FFPs classification according to their maximum permissible resistance data for inhalation.

FFPs Classification
EN 149:2001 + A1:2009

BS EN 149:2001 + A1:2009

Within 30 L/min Within 95 L/min

(mbar/Pa)

FFP1 0.6/60 2.1/210
FFP2 0.7/70 2.4/240
FFP2 1.0/100 3.0/300

Adapted from ref. [14,47,54].

From a regulatory point of view, respirators in the European Union (EU) are ordered
among the so-called personal protective equipment of category III according to the Euro-
pean Regulation 2016/425 on personal protective equipment [55]. In the case of respirators
that provide two-way protection, meaning those that protect not only the person wear-
ing it but also the user’s surroundings, it is possible to apply the new Regulation (EU)
2017/745 on medical devices [56]. In the detailed study of Regulation (EU) 2016/425
of the European Parliament and of the Council on personal protective equipment and
European standard EN 149 + A1 Respiratory protective devices—Filtering half masks to
protect against particulates—Requirements, testing and marking [57] related to the testing
of filtering half masks—respirators are mentioned, but many very interesting pieces of
information can be found in Section 3.

There is also the possibility that respirators of the EN 149:2001 + A1:2009 classification
marked FFP2 have been designed to protect against the effects of coronavirus, a virus
called SARS CoV-2 [14,54]. During the state of emergency declared by the Czech Republic
government in the spring of 2020 and subsequently in the autumn, there was a notified
body (notified person), which in the conditions of the Czech Republic is usually represented
by the Occupational Safety Research Institute (number 1204) for the respirators assessment.
Certificates released in the spring were usually valid for three months. These certificates
were not EU certificates proving examination according to Regulation (EU) 2016/425,
module B [55]. For the certified product, only selected properties related to its protective
function were verified; based on these properties, it can be stated that they ensure an
adequate level of health and safety protection following the essential requirements set
out in Regulation (EU) 2016/425 [55]. The notified body (notified person) mentions on
the certificates that their validity is limited to three months from the date of release and
that the Occupational Safety Research Institute must be contacted at the latest after its
expiry, and the remaining tests should be completed [58]. The respirator tested in this
way was labeled, for example, as follows: BreaSAFE® ANTI-COVID-19/FFP2 [57]. In
practice, this means that FFP2-certified respirators can be used in environments where
harmful and mutagenic substances move in the air. Nanomaterials used for respirator
production are nanomembranes, which capture at least 94% of all solid particles in the air
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up to 0.6 µm [59–62]. Respirators marked in this way have a measured uptake of 98.5%,
which means that BreaSAFE ANTI COVID respirators also have a tested uptake of viruses
and bacteria of 97–99% [63].

To follow European rules, the respirator must be certified by a “testing laboratory”
or otherwise notified body before being placed on the European market [64]. The manu-
facturer must mark the respirator with the standard number, EN 149 + A1, whereas, for
older products, only EN 149 was indicated. In addition, the manufacturer must indicate
the protection class and affix the CE marking to the product, together with the four-digit
number of the notified body (notified person), which regularly inspects the product [65].
The respirator must also be marked NR if it is intended for single-use, for about 8 h, or R
for repeated use. The respirator must also be accompanied by instructions, which must be
included for each product.

For respirators, the filtration efficiency of the material (Table 3), from which the res-
pirator is made, is tested. Data on inhalation and exhalation resistance are also essential
(Table 5). The basic problem is that a material that filters well and thus absorbs aerosols of
pollutants very well is not very breathable in terms of respiratory resistance (significant
pressure loss). This problem often occurs with filter materials of nanofiber sorption materi-
als. The tests also verify the CO2 concentration in the under-mask space. There must be no
respiratory effect. It results that in the case of respirators, it is not sufficient to demonstrate
the filtration effect of the material from which they are made. It is possible that respirators
that do not have all the necessary properties are on the market or are entering the market.

The relatively confusing situation with respirators labeling was further complicated
by the supply of respirators, which were subsequently distributed to selected groups of the
population from the Czech Republic in the autumn of 2020 (Figure 2a).
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Figure 2. Examples of respirator information and labeling: (a) respirator sent to selected groups of
the population of the Czech Republic in the autumn of 2020; (b) specification of the designation “Test
type N95-1860”.

This particular respirator (Figure 2a) cannot be considered a respirator but a mask or a
surgical mask. This statement is based on the text in Figure 2a, which states EN 14683 + AC
medical face masks—requirements and test methods. This standard applies to masks that
belong to the category “medical devices” and, therefore, does not deal with assessing the
quality of respirators at all. The fact that it is primarily a mask can be inferred from the
“BFE”. When assessing medical masks according to EN 14683 + AC, the test includes a
bacterial filtration efficiency (BFE) test, a breathability test and a splash resistance test.
Furthermore, this standard stipulates the test of microbial purity according to the standard
EN ISO 11737-1: 2018 and evaluating the biocompatibility of the material according to
EN ISO 10993-1: 2009. Furthermore, the respirator in Figure 2a was not provided with
information in Czech and did not bear the correct marking of conformity with European CE
standards. The CE letters on the respirator packaging are listed but most likely expressed
as the “China Export” mark. It is very similar and very easily interchangeable with the
CE mark as indicated by the notified body (notified person). The EN 14385 standard,
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which sets requirements for stationary sources of air pollution, was also incorrectly marked.
The respirator also lacks the designation NR or R, and therefore, it is not clear whether
it is intended for single or repeated use. Figure 2a at the bottom right shows the text
“Test type N95-1860”, which, when compared to the text shown in Figure 2b, refers to the
method of testing performed according to the American standard defined by the NIOSH-
42CFR84 corresponding to the N95 respirator standard. Based on this information, it can
be concluded that the breathability was tested and not the mask [47,51–57].

It can, therefore, be said that this example can very easily be included in the category
“How not to be confused when buying or choosing a respirator”. In this case, the contracting
authority has been confused with the entire evaluation procedure, which is relatively
significant for the state contract. To these problems, we add that the usage of a mask
contributes to the protection of the wearer, but the manufacturer does not guarantee this
protection. The problem with masks lies in the insufficient sealing line, as air penetrates
around the nose and face. This sometimes undermines the good filtration efficiency of the
used material. Tests do not verify the breathability of the material. It should be noted that
although no standardized testing is required for homemade masks and other temporary
respiratory protective equipment, a separate standard requiring medical parameters applies
to medical masks. Another relevant difference between masks vs. respirators is the opening
of the pores in filtering material that is roughly 10× the size of respirators [66].

5. Data Arising from the Specification of Respiratory Standards

Analyzing available data, the following considerations must be considered. Respira-
tors corresponding to the Chinese standard GB2626-2006Kn (labeled KN95) are intended
primarily for industrial applications, while the European standard EN 149-2001 + A1 is
intended for half-masks. The assessment of respirators and their mutual comparison
according to these norms differ, and several established EN 149-2001 + A1 norms are not
fully applicable.

The European equivalent FFP2 is comparable to N95 and KN95, which means that
the opposite is true; standard N95 respirators are comparable to the FFP2 level.N95s
respirators are a subset of the N95 respirators. While standard N95 respirators, like
KN95 respirators, are intended for industrial workers, N95s (“N95-surgical”) respirators
are specifically designed for healthcare professionals. The main difference, as opposed
to N95 respirators, is their resistance to body fluids and the need for the United States
Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) approval [66]. Under American law, these
respirators are Class 2 medical devices. Thus, N95s respirators are similar to GB 19083-2010,
level 1, while standard N95 respirators are similar to KN95 respirators according to the
GB 2626-2006 norm.

The FFP3 European standard is comparable to N100. The N95 label (94% filtering
capacity) corresponds to FFP2 or P2, i.e., 94% filtering capacity. The N99 label (99%
filtering capacity) corresponds to FFP3, i.e., 99% filtering capacity. The N100 label (99.97%
filtering capacity) corresponds to P3, i.e., 99.95% filtering capacity. While the N95/N100
specifications are a bit higher than FFP, it does not mean that the respirators are actually
better [67]. In testing the filtration efficiency of respirators, very fine paraffin oil aerosols
are used (Table 1).

Other countries have their own standards with more or less similar technical require-
ments for respirators. The most commonly known is the American NIOSH-42C FR84
standard (Table 2). This standard distinguishes between filters of types N, R, and P accord-
ing to whether and how much they repel oily particles (type N respirators are not resistant
to oily particles, type R respirators are resistant to oily particles for up to 8 h, and type P
respirators are very resistant to oily particles) [68].

The filter type designation is followed by the efficiency, similar to respirators according
to the GB 2626-2006 norm. Manufacturers often sell the same respirator in the USA and in
Europe, whereas in the USA, they have the rating N95/N100 and in Europe, FFP2/FFP3
only because these are the accepted rating specifications in the applicable regions.
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The above standards specify only the minimum percent of particulates that the respi-
rator’s filter or capture, as shown in the following example. If a respirator is FFP2 rated,
it will filter (capture) at least 94% of particulates with a diameter of 300 nm or greater. In
practice, however, it will filter out (capture) particulates to an extent somewhere between
94% and 99%. Given that this result shifts a specific respirator into a qualitatively different
dimension in terms of its ability to capture particulate matter, the exact indication is very
likely to be given by the manufacturer in bold type in the product description to indicate
that although it is certified (marketed) according to one or another norm, in use, it can
move into higher (into the highest) categories.

High-efficiency respirators for particulate sizes of 300 nm (N95/FFP2 or better) can
filter particles up to the size of the coronavirus (approximately 100 nm). The differences
between FFP2 and FFP3 are modest, FFP labeling being in accord with European norm
EN 149 + A1. The N95 or KN95 labels are according to other international norms (Table 2).
Face masks cannot be labeled FFP2 or FFP3 because these indicators are reserved solely for
respirators [69].

Chinese respirators designated KN95, Korean respirators designated AS/NZ P2
Class 1, and Japanese DS respirators can understandably be considered “equivalent”
to US NIOSH N95 respirators and European FFP2 respirators for filtering non-oil-based
particulates, such as particles generated by fires, air pollution PM2.5 (particulates smaller
than 2.5 µm), volcanic eruptions, or bioaerosols (e.g., viruses).

Respirators labeled FFP1, FFP2, and FFP3 according to the new Czech standard ČSN
EN 149:2001 correspond to those designations formerly under the old standard EN 149:1991
P1, P2, and P3 [70]. The P1 filter corresponds to the efficiency of FFP1 and protects against
nontoxic solid particulates up to a maximum concentration of 5 × NPK-P (maximum per-
missible concentration of chemical substances or dust in the work area, as established by
Law No. 361/2007, Czech Law Coll. [71], and expressing such a concentration of chemical
substances, in which there is no damage to health)/PEL (permissible exposure limits of
substances in the air of workplaces according to Law No. 361/2007 Czech Law Coll.). The P2
filter corresponds to FFP2 efficiency and protects against moderately toxic particles, including
fibrous substances (including asbestos) up to 10 × NPK-P/PEL. The P3 filter corresponds
to the efficiency of FFP3 and protects against toxic substances, including viruses, spores,
bacteria, radioactive substances, and carcinogens up to 50 × NPK-P/PEL [71].

FFP3 respirators protect against the “SARS coronavirus” virus according to Amend-
ment 7 to Law No. 361/2007, Czech Law Coll., in which it is classified as a group-3
biological agent [71]. These agents can cause dire human illnesses and present a seri-
ous danger to employees, and from the point of view of the possibility of spreading in
the environment outside the workplace, although effective prophylaxis or treatment of
a possible disease usually is available. This virus may pose a limited risk of infection to
workers because it is not normally transmitted through the air, and therefore, workplace
requirements are sufficient when working with a group-2 biological agent (i.e., those that
can cause human illnesses and can be hazardous to workers). However, these are unlikely
to spread to the environment outside the workplace, as effective prophylaxis or treatment
of a possible disease is usually available.

An ordinary face mask is not sufficient to protect against any virus because it is
manufactured from a material, which does not prevent the penetration of viral particles
(and infection), face masks being suitable, for example, in a dusty environment.

Technical norms and standards establishing the basic parameters to which respirators
must comply can differ slightly according to the global perspective. In the EU, compliance with
the basic technical requirements for category III personal protective equipment under Czech
Government Regulation 2016/425 on Personal Protective Equipment is demonstrated, inter
alia, through using the harmonized technical standard EN 149:2001 + A1:2009 Respirators—
Filtration Half-masks for Particle Protection—Requirements, Testing, and Labeling.

In China, compliance is demonstrated according to standards that set requirements for
respirators, i.e., GB 19083-2010, Technical Requirements for Protective Masks for Medical
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Use, and GB 2626-2006 Respiratory Protective Devices—Respirators for Air Purification
without Power Supply, the former being designed for health, the latter for the industry.

The required protection is provided only by a respirator with an FFP3 degree of
protection, or FFP2 as the case may be. There is a possibility that an FFP2 respirator may be
used to protect against the COVID-19 disease caused by the new SARS-cov-2 coronavirus.
The tested respirator must be labeled ANTI-COVID-19/FFP2. Due to the technologies used,
based on nanomembranes made of nanofibers, the labeled respirators have a measured
capture rate of 98.5%. For example, BreaSAFE ANTI-COVID respirators have a tested
capture rate of 97–99% for viruses and bacteria. For this reason, respirators labeled this
way are adequate and, in relation to the purchase price, the best option for protection
against coronavirus.

When comparing individual respirators, it is not only important that they are following
the norms and levels of protection for which they were manufactured, but also how high
the minimum required filtration efficiency they have. If the respirator falls into class FFP2
or GB 19083-2010, this does not mean that it has an efficiency of exactly 95%, but that its
efficiency ranges from 95% to 98.99%. A respirator with an efficiency of 98.9%, for example,
will technically fall into the class of FFP2 or GB 19083-2010 level 1 type respirators, but in
practice, it will already be in principle comparable to respirators of FFP3 or GB 19083-2010
level 2 type, shifting to the lower limit of the next efficiency zone (i.e., Approximately 99%).

The Chinese norm GB2626-2006 distinguishes between respirators with KN and KP
type filters. The KN type filter restrains only non-oily particles; the KP type filter restrains
out both oily and non-oily particles. The number after the filter designation indicates the
filtration percentage. This standard applies to full face masks, disposable and reusable half
masks. There exist variants with and without a valve. Thus, a KN95 respirator filters out
non-oily particles with an efficiency rate of at least 95%. KN100/KP100 respirators have an
efficiency of at least 99.97%. It results that a KN95 respirator always has efficiency at the
FFP2 level (which has a minimum filtering efficiency of 94%), and some may even reach
the FFP3 level.

The GB 19083-2010 technical standard adjusts the respirator requirements for health-
care professionals and represents a very high standard of user protection. In terms of
technical requirements, it is in many ways similar to GB 2626-2006. However, it does not
distinguish between KN and KP filter types. As it is intended only for the medical field,
the requirements for the filtration of oily particles have been replaced by the requirements
for protection against body fluids. It should also be noted that respirators tested according
to this standard do not have an exhalation valve, which is undesirable in healthcare. They
also distinguish between three levels of efficiency, but the lowest level 1 stipulates at least
95% efficiency, level 2 requires at least 99% efficiency, and level 3 corresponds to a KN100
respirator—the efficiency must be at least 99.97%. If respirators meet the requirements of
this standard, this means that their filtering efficiency is at least comparable to FFP2 type
respirators. When they fall into level 2 or 3, they provide protection similar to, or even
higher than, FFP3 type respirators.

Face masks or respirators of lower protection classes (FFP1, KN90/KP90) are suitable
for community use due to their seal. When properly seated and used, they provide an even
higher level of protection than standard medical and nonmedical face masks.

“Best practice” would be FFP3 class respirators and respirators meeting the require-
ments of GB 19083-2010 levels 2 and 3, which have a filtration efficiency above 99%
(GB 19083-2010 level 3 respirators provide an even higher level of protection than FFP3
type respirators) (Tables 3 and 4). Valve-fitted respirators, even those that meet the FFP3
respirator standard, do not protect the user’s environment from contamination. They are
not suitable for protection against coronavirus infection [72].

People should not trust products labeled as “nanomasks”. In some cases, it has been
found that they do not contain any nanofiber fabrics nor any other nanoobjects that would
technologically increase their filtering efficiency [73]. A certain type of “fake news” can
be determined via whether the manufacturer or seller uses the correct terminology. In
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detecting viruses and bacteria (respirators), the term “filtering efficiency” should be used
instead of the term absorption efficiency or its modification. We are concerned here with
the capture of particulates that are not chemical substances.

Before choosing a respirator, users should always familiarize themselves with local
regulations and respiratory protection requirements and/or consult professionally trained
personnel and seek guidance on proper respirator selection from local public health authorities.

6. Some Aspects of Public Procurement in the Field of Respirators

It is interesting that one of the most frequently resolved situations at the Public
Prosecutor’s Office of the Czech Republic within the COVID 19 pandemic was purchasing
protective equipment intended not only for health professionals but also for the general
public. The text presented in this section primarily provides information based on the laws
valid in the Czech Republic. Given that the Czech Republic is a part of the EU structure
and it must keep European rules and laws, it is very likely that it can be assumed that the
experience with production practice will be very similar within other EU countries.

When awarding public contracts, many unsuitable tender conditions appeared in
the Czech Republic in particular. These conditions often appeared in tender documents.
Given the application of the rules in force in the EU, it is reasonable to assume that similar
problems have occurred in other EU countries. It is logical that the number of respirator
suppliers meeting the conditions of certification under EU law has increased significantly
compared to the beginning of the so-called first wave of pandemic situation. Experience
has shown that there is no longer any reason to define respiratory requirements with
reference to alternative standards operating in other parts of the world that are similar to
EU standards, even though these have not always been comparable requirements [47,48].
Furthermore, during the resolution of the consequences of the first wave of the COVID 19
pandemic, it turned out that the alternative parameters tend to specify the maximum price
of the FFP2 respirator.

Representatives of the production practice state that very often there was an error in
defining the tender conditions by combining the reference with the European standard or its
adoption by the Czech technical standard ČSN EN 149:2001 + A1:2009 [57]. This standard
introduces the designation of protection class FFP2 and at the same time a reference to the
designation KN95, which is an expression of protection class, but according to the Chinese
standard GB 2626-2019.

As mentioned above, the following applies to regulating personal protective equip-
ment, including FFP2 respirators:

- Respirators belong to the so-called regulated products falling, according to Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 [56] of the European Parliament and of the Council on personal protec-
tive equipment, into the third, thus the highest risk category, and as such must “meet”
all necessary functional parameters prescribed by standard EN 149. These parameters
must be complied with, although, due to the sudden pandemic, this obligation has
been temporarily relaxed by the Commission of Recommendation (EU) 2020/403 on
conformity assessment and market surveillance procedures related to the threat of
coronavirus COVID-19;

- The same requirements are not set for obtaining protection classes FFP2 and KN95, al-
though these are approximately the same levels of protection within different standards.

It was found that the requirement for the level of protection of KN95 according
to the Chinese standard was also problematic in terms of its proportionality and non-
discriminatory nature. It was obvious that its determination was not justified by the overall
purpose of acquiring the subject of performance, a respirator manufactured following
the regulations in force in the EU. A similar situation applies, for example, to the N95
respirator category, which is based on United States standards. Even in this case, it is not a
requirement stemming from an EU standard [74].

If the contracting authority imposes a requirement in the tender conditions that the
FFP2 respirator “comply” with the EN 149 standard (in the relevant protection class, here
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FFP2), this is objectively proportionate and non-discriminatory, as it can be justified by
the existence of Regulation (EU) 2016/425 on personal protective equipment. However,
the requirement of KN95 (or N95) cannot be justified by reference to EU legislation and
is, therefore, set “beyond the scope” of the purpose of supply and, as such, is objectively
unfounded [75].

The situation with the release of certificates was also problematic. If the tenderer
has submitted a certificate declaring compliance with the EN 149 standard and is issued
by a notified body, this is evidence of compliance with the conditions for participation.
Alternatively, it was a document certifying compliance with the standard in combination
with a satisfactory test of the sample, which allowed the bidder to decide on his choice in
the subsequent conclusion of the contract. However, it is important to note that this does
not mean that respirators that do not comply with EN 149 may be supplied during the
performance of the contract. In addition to technical regulations, according to which only
respirators complying with the EN 149 standard can be supplied to the EU market, there is
also competitive regulation in the area of public procurement, which also affects the period
of implementation of the public contract after signing the contract [76].

According to the Czech Republic valid laws, the contracting authorities may not allow
a substantial change in the obligation under the contract. Therefore, if the contract defines
respirators by reference to standard EN 149, which can be strongly recommended, the
respirators supplied must actually comply with this standard. In the event of proof to
the contrary, by accepting them, the contracting authority would act in conflict with the
applicable legislation and thus be exposed at least to a fine for the offense.

Therefore, if the contracting authority finds out through its external or internal control
mechanisms that, despite the corresponding certificates or samples delivered before signing
the contract, the respirators supplied actually do not meet the EN 149 standard, it should
demand immediate compensation from the supplier (proper performance) or use the rel-
evant legal provisions. These provisions allow withdrawing from the contract directly,
in the text of the law, even if it is not explicitly stipulated in the contract. However, the
entrustment of the contracting authority’s contractual guarantees in compliance with the
EN 149 requirement is strongly recommended, not only in connection with the possibility
of withdrawing from the contract but also with contractual penalties or other contractual
instruments at least compensate the contracting authority. These are, in particular, the
costs associated with temporary delivery, costs of in-depth testing of continuously selected
random samples, which have proved noncompliance with the requirements and the pref-
erences. Finally, it can also be a preventive action to transfer towards the supplier the
motivation for prevention and economic interest in detecting unsatisfactory respirators
before the contracting authority.

In some cases, it may be an illegal determination of technical conditions by describing
the parameters of a particular respirator design of one supplier. Such a supplier, which itself
complies with the EN 149 standard, cannot be promoted to its level in terms of liability for
other suppliers involved in a public contract. The parameters of one specific manufactured
respirator cannot be a model for the tender conditions, as it would be a textbook example
of indirect discrimination. However, it is necessary to mention that it is very probable that
the contracting authority would proceed in this way rather out of ignorance.

Below are anonymous citations of frequent alternative parameters that result from
folk creativity rather than relying on functional properties relevant for the purpose of the
respirator, which is regulated in full-scope by EN 149, without the need (justification) for
additional requirements of its technical design or marking.

- “FFP2/KN95 respirator”—the indication of KN95 type is not justified. It is not possible
to replace the FFP2 respirator with KN95 and vice versa. Respirators supplied to the
Czech and European markets must meet the requirements of standard EN 149 and
must, therefore, primarily bear the designation FFP2 and meet this level of protection.

- “Protection class KN95 or N95”—it is not justified to require these protection classes,
which are based on Chinese, respectively, American standards. On the territory of the
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Czech Republic, as an EU member state, the designation is justified only regarding
Regulation (EU) 2016/425 of the European Parliament and of the Council on personal
protective equipment, standard EN 149. Only this standard specifies the FFP respirator
and its requirements.

- “Material: nonwoven fabric, white color”—These requirements do not determine the
functionality and effectiveness of the respirator. These are self-serving and rather
superficial requirements that do not indicate the quality of the product. Neither the
type of material nor its color provides the required functionality of the respirator as
defined by standard EN 149. This standard does not specify the types of material in
any way.

- “At least four layers”—The number of layers and their specific material composition
do not determine the functionality of the respirator. The standard does not define
the number of layers or types of materials. These are again self-serving and rather
superficial requirements that say nothing about the final quality of the product.

- “CE marking, EU type certificate from a notified body that the notified body has carried out
product testing in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2016/425, ČSN EN 149:2001 + A1:2009—
according to Articles 7.3., 7.9.2., 7.1., 7.16, 8.4.1”—These are the articles of standard EN
149, compliance with which was required during the period of validity of Recommen-
dation (EU) 2020/403 on conformity assessment and market surveillance procedures
in relation to the threat of coronavirus COVID-19, at the time when there was not
enough protective equipment on the European market, and it was possible to obtain a
so-called “temporary certificate” during the conformity assessment of the product.
After the first wave of the pandemic, in June 2020, this exemption was abolished in the
Czech Republic with the so-called “temporary certificate”. It was no longer possible
to grant or apply for it. At present, it is necessary to meet all the requirements of the
EN 149 standard.

- “Minimum filtration efficiency of 95%”—This parameter is based on the Chinese stan-
dard GB 2626 for KN95 type respirators. It has already been stated that standard EN
149 similarly defines a maximum particle penetration of 6%, a filtration efficiency of
at least 94%. A higher value of this parameter (plus only 1%) alone will not provide
better protection for respirator users. This parameter alone says nothing in isolation
about the respirator’s ability to ensure higher functionality and user safety. The appli-
cation of this parameter is especially problematic in the case of long-term protection.
Among other things, the EN 149 standard requires the maintenance of maximum
penetration of 6% even at the end of an eight-hour work shift (test 7.9.2—Penetration
of filter material). In the context of the EN 149 standard, it is, therefore, necessary to
respect all its requirements without giving priority to more easily perceived values.

Many inappropriate tender conditions also emerged during the organization of ten-
ders, focusing on requirements concerning the maximum price of an FFP2 respirator or
other personal protective equipment or medical devices.

It can be argued that the maximum purchase price per manufactured piece, which
is a logical aspect of the manufacturer’s activities, is completely against the requirement
to achieve maximum quality while meeting all requirements of the very strict standard
EN 149. At the same time, it is also in conflict with the requirements of the contracting
authority, which, on the contrary, requires the lowest bid price. Indeed, if an economic
operator offers a value higher than the value corresponding to the actual market price of
FFP2 respirators (complying with the EN 149 standard), it will not normally be placed
first in the valuation (only for the consideration of the price) and his work related to the
preparation of the offer is useless. In a price-only competition, suppliers are motivated
enough to try to offer the lowest price possible. Due to the nature of the business activities,
a professional supplier naturally monitors the current price level on the market. These
activities are done within large deliveries of contracting authorities or within retail.

Considering the above information, it is clear that there is no relevant reason to
set an upper limit. Rather than offering benefits in the procurement procedure, using
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this may raise doubts about the real purpose of such a requirement. In addition, the
requirement not to exceed the maximum price is justified in cases where only the part of
the item forming the assessed price is limited. This applies in particular to hourly rates for
services of indefinite scope, which are to be added to a fixed price for services of closed
scope. In the case of evaluating a precisely determined quality (according to the EN 149
standard) and evaluating the price per piece, the purpose of stating the maximum price is
completely inefficient.

However, if the contracting authority seeks to prevent selecting a supplier who will not
be able to supply FFP2 respirators in the required volume and quality (EN 149 standard) at
the offered price, establishing extremely low tender prices shall be considered. In this case,
on the other hand, it is possible to set a minimum price limit, which will indicate a possible
suspicion of the contracting authority leading, for example, to the possibility of asking
for clarification of the reason for its determination in the form of evidence. Regarding
quality assessment, it is probably sufficient for the contracting entity to consistently insist
on quality testing and verification of compliance with EN 149. Moreover, if the contracting
authority wants to inform suppliers in advance that compliance with the EN 149 standard
is essential, regardless of the attractiveness of the low-price offer, it is necessary to use legal
procedures and prefer not to limit the maximum bid price. This should be subject to free
competition between suppliers, following the spirit of the evaluation rules.

The price information is also essential. It should be emphasized that the “maximum”
value per 1 piece of respirator is often linked to the expected value and the expected quantity
of the scope of delivery. However, the contracting authority is obliged to follow the law to
determine the expected value of the delivery regarding current and relevant information.
The correct determination of the expected value of 1 respirator has, among other things, a
fundamental impact on determining the public procurement regime, whether it is a small
contract, or a subthreshold contract or an above-limit contract, which is associated with the
obligation to proceed primarily in open or restricted procedures with longer deadlines, etc.

If the contracting authority determines the expected value in confidence based on
a completely unrealistic estimate of the price of FFP2 respirators, which will meet the
conditions set out in EN 149, it is likely to commit an artificial reduction in the value of
the public contract, and in breach of public procurement law. This situation occurs when
the tender conditions of other contracting authorities are taken over, or in the case of a
mere subjective wish, that the value of 1 piece of respirator does not exceed the maximum
permissible limit of the purchase price in some way.

Regarding the above and discussed reasons, it is possible to recommend the following
form of tender conditions. These could be primarily intended to process specific text parts
according to the general customs and the formal structure of the tender documentation. At
the same time, it is recommended that more extensive documentation be required before
the contract is signed. Alternatively, it is also possible to supplement them following the
procedures laid down by law. This approach would not be a purely formal strict require-
ment, at least unless it is an “emergency” procurement regime in the case of an urgent
and thus lower supply volume. It is, therefore, necessary for the contracting authority to
set the technical conditions so that respirators must meet at least all requirements of the
EN 149:2001 + A1:2009 standard, which are set for protection class FFP2. The supplier
will prove this requirement in the offer primarily by submitting a certificate (CE) or an
EU certificate. This certificate must be issued by a notified body. The certificate verifies
compliance with this standard. Furthermore, it is necessary for the supplier to submit
a test report at the moment of the contracting authority’s call towards the selected sup-
plier. To avoid doubt, the contracting authority shall specify in advance that respirators
meeting only some of the requirements of the above standard will not be considered as an
equivalent solution in the sense of the specified requirements. There will not be consid-
ered, for example, respirators that meet only the requirements for protection class N95 or
protection class KN95 according to the Chinese standard GB 2626-2019, those that do not
a priori meet all the requirements of the standard EN 149:2001 + A1:2009. Furthermore,
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it is appropriate to require the submission of respirator samples to demonstrate that the
requirements of the technical conditions are met. To avoid a deterrent effect in the case of
short deadlines for the submission of tenders, it may be appropriate to require them to be
submitted only upon invitation. However, this requirement is always at the individual
discretion, for example, due to the urgency and size of the delivery. Furthermore, it is
possible to recommend that the business conditions should be prepared in the form of a
specific draft contract or a framework agreement, the annex to which will be the definition
of these technical conditions. Furthermore, it would be appropriate to ensure coherence
with the qualification requirement for the submission of a sample, which will entitle to
random testing and possible return or withdrawal from the contract. It is also appropriate
to provide penalties for non-delivery of products of the quality required by the technical
conditions. Furthermore, it would be appropriate to submit a test report issued by a testing
institute, which will serve as objective evidence of noncompliance with the requirements
of the standard.

7. Examples of Some Rough/Uncompliant/Dispired Respirators

The efforts of manufacturers and probably also distributors of respirators and tech-
nological products based on nanomaterials are very often driven by effort and profit
maximization. When most European countries have decided to rethink their approach to
protecting the respiratory organs of the general population from the effects of the COVID-
19 pandemic, there are many respirators on the market that are likely to only pretend to be
declared quality EN 149.

Figure 3a shows an example of a respirator that declares its filtration and protection
capabilities according to two different standards. The first line shows the CE marking corre-
sponding to the designation of the notified body (notified person). However, the four-digit
numeric code is not given. The second line of the nameplate shows the filtration efficiency
KN95, which corresponds to the Chinese standard defined by the norm GB2626-2006.
According to this standard, filtration efficiency of at least 95% is declared. The third line
contains the data FFP3, which corresponds to the European standard EN 149-2001 + A1.
According to this information, the user could rightly expect an efficiency of at least 99.95%.
This expectation is more intense because the number of the European standard is given,
while the Chinese one is not mentioned. Figure 3b shows the letter and number code KN95
on the right side of the respirator. Even in this case, the data FFP3 is mentioned. This
mark corresponds to the European standard EN 149-2001 + A1. However, the designation
of the standard for this type of respirator is questionable because it is not given in full.
Thus, for both types of respirators, there is conflicting information regarding the level of
provided protection. It is very likely that too much effort to maximize profits has led the
manufacturer of the respirators in the picture to artificially raise the level of protection from
FFP2 to FFP3. If the manufacturers indicated an FFP2 level that corresponds to the declared
KN95 level according to the Chinese standard, the potential buyer of these respirators
would probably not know anything.
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8. Conclusions

Million respirators and masks are being used in Europe to weather the storm of the
coronavirus epidemic. They come from various manufacturers in the world. None of
the commercially available respirators provide 100% protection to the user, not even in
combination with other protective equipment, but using respiratory protective equipment
is one of the relevant preventive measures, which helps in reducing the spread of respiratory
diseases, including COVID-19. The correct selection/choice of the face mask to meet the
various requirements (exposure to existing hazards agents in the air, work environment
and tasks of the mask wearer, as well as the specific characteristics of each individual) has
an overwhelming importance in proper exposure control. This review provides exactly
the data necessary for correct and documented information so that the choice of the mask
being made in full knowledge of the facts.
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